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The first song I am going to perform it's called "Reflection", performed by the American singer 
Christina Aguilera (2020 version), written and produced by Matthew Wilder and David Zippel for 
the soundtrack of the animated Disney's film "Mulan". I chose to perform this song for the 
incredible meaningful lyrics and its technical challenges. The song talks about a girl trying to find 
herself. Still, she cannot do that because of people who want her to be something that she is not - 
as in the film, she is expected to be and act like the "perfect" wife for her arranged wedding, while 
in reality, she is an adventurous and active girl who wants to live her life in all its diversity. I repute 
that almost anybody can relate to this kind of experience of trying to be something else, most of 
the times to don't disappoint our loved ones, and that is why I chose to perform it: as a message to 
all the people that feel like that, to let them know that they are not alone in this. While preparing 
this song, I encountered different technical challenges that made me want to go beyond what I 
thought were my limits. I decided to build a sort of "journey" throughout this song, starting with the 
first verse in chest voice, to then starting to build a different experience in the first chorus with 
continuing passages from my chest voice to my head voice, to then go in the second half of the 
song almost always in chest voice. A big challenge in this song is the last long high note (D5 at 
3:05), where good vocal control is needed to support the note until the very end.  
  
 
"No Time to Die" (2020) is a song performed by the American singer Billie Eilish. Written by Billie 
Eilish and her brother Finneas O'Connell, this song can be described as a pop and R&B ballad, 
with the presence of dramatic orchestration arranged by the famous German composer Hans 
Zimmer. The song has been written as the theme song for the upcoming James Bondfilm, "No time 
to die": in fact, the song features some memorable classic elements of the Bond themes. The song 
also won a Grammy Award for "Best Song Written for Visual Media" at the 63rd Annual Grammy 
Awards. I decided to perform this song in a lower key than the original, as I wanted to explore my 
lower range in bits like the first verse of the song: "Was I stupid to love you, was I reckless to 
help?".  
 
 
"All about that bass" (2014) is a song by the American singer and songwriter Meghan Trainor. 
The song has hip hop contamination, as some of the bits of the song are almost "talked": this 
element has been a challenge while performing this song as it was a completely new thing for me. 
Really important is the song's message: Trainor was inspired to write the song to promote self-
acceptance, as she admits that she always struggled with her body image. The song criticises the 
fashion industry for creating unreachable and untruthful beauty standards. Some people have 
accused the song of being an anti-feminist song, accusing the singer of shaming thin women. To 
these critics, the singer replied by saying that she never had the intention of "hating on thin 
women", instead to help her and others body confidence (Hit Song Deconstructed). 
 
 
The last song I am going to perform is an Italian song called "Di sole e d'azzurro" (2001), 
performed by the Italian singer Giorgia. Written by the Italian singer and songwriter Zucchero 
Fornaciari, this song has been the "opening single" of her album "Senza Ali" ("Without wings"). The 
song talks about the desire to help and make feel better someone, a friend or the beloved, guiding 
her/him without ever leaving them alone.  
Nowadays, this song is still considered one of the most complex songs in Italian music for its 
technical challenges: its verses go from quite low notes to higher ones, while the choruses are 
challenging for the continuing passages from chest voice to head voice.  
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